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GUIDANCE STATEMENT ON BROADLY
DISTRIBUTED POOLED FUNDS
Introduction
Composites1 are currently the foundation of the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®), but
composites are not appropriate for all investment products. In particular, pooled funds do not fit well into a
composite-centric framework. To address this and other concerns, GIPS 2020 is an initiative to make the
GIPS standards more universally applicable across all categories of investment products, including
pooled funds, and all types of managers. GIPS 2020 is expected to include guidance on the following
three components:
1. strategy, where composites are appropriate;
2. product, where a specific product, such as a pooled fund, is being sold; and
3. proprietary, where an asset owner is managing only its own assets.
This Guidance Statement on Broadly Distributed Pooled Funds is a bridge between the 2010 edition of
the GIPS standards and GIPS 2020. Because broadly distributed pooled funds do not fit easily into the
current composite-oriented framework of the GIPS standards, more clarity is needed regarding the
content and distribution of information to prospective pooled fund investors. Providing such clarity is the
focus of this Guidance Statement.

Pooled Funds within the Scope of the Guidance Statement on Broadly
Distributed Pooled Funds
The pooled funds that are the target of the Guidance Statement on Broadly Distributed Pooled Funds are
publicly available pooled investment vehicles that meet the following three criteria:
1. The pooled fund is broadly distributed;
2. There is typically no or minimal contact between the firm marketing the pooled fund and
prospective pooled fund investors; and
3. The firm has the ability to influence the pooled fund’s official documents or marketing materials.

Broad distribution refers to the fact that the pooled fund is publicly available to multiple investors. There is
no minimum number of investors necessary for a pooled fund to qualify as broadly distributed. Examples
of broadly distributed pooled funds include mutual funds, open-ended investment companies (OEICs),
investment companies with variable capital (ICVCs), unit trusts, and sociétés d’investissement à capital
variable (SICAVs). These types of funds may target either institutional or retail investors, or both. Many of
these types of pooled funds are subject to local laws and regulations of the jurisdictions where such funds
are offered or marketed, such as the Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities
(UCITS) regulations in the European Union, the Investment Company Act of 1940 and its rules and
regulations administered by the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the Act on Investment
Trusts and Investment Corporations in Japan, and the Mutual Fund Regulations, 1996 of the Securities
and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), among others.
Keep in mind that this guidance applies to pooled funds for which the typical marketing practice involves
no or minimal personal contact between the compliant firm managing and marketing the fund and the
prospective pooled fund investor. That does not mean, however, that the pooled fund must be exclusively
marketed in that manner in order for this guidance to be applicable. There may be instances in which a
1

A composite is an aggregation of one or more portfolios managed according to a similar investment mandate,
objective, or strategy.

pooled fund that meets the criteria specified by this Guidance Statement is presented to prospective
pooled fund investors in a one-on-one presentation and, in such scenarios, this Guidance Statement
would still apply. The typical practice for marketing the fund is the defining criterion, not the approach
used for a specific marketing opportunity. On the other hand, certain types of pooled funds, such as
hedge funds, real estate funds, and private equity funds, are complex investment vehicles with a typical
marketing practice involving direct discussions between the firm marketing the fund and the prospective
investor. In such instances, when the typical marketing practice involves contact between the firm and the
prospective investor, the requirements of this Guidance Statement would not apply. Firms must refer to
the Guidance Statements on Alternative Investment Strategies and Structures, Private Equity, and Real
Estate for guidance on how to apply the GIPS standards to these types of investments. For clarity, funds
are not excluded from this Guidance Statement on Broadly Distributed Pooled Funds based purely on the
type of assets in which they invest or their perceived level of complexity; rather, they would be excluded if
the typical marketing practice involves direct contact with investors, regardless of asset class.
This Guidance Statement is not meant to apply to situations in which a firm is marketing a strategy with a
composite that includes a pooled fund, even if the composite contains only the one pooled fund. It applies
to situations in which a firm is marketing a specific investment vehicle—that is, a broadly distributed
pooled fund—to more than one prospective pooled fund investor.

Firms within the Scope of the Guidance Statement on Broadly
Distributed Pooled Funds
Often, many parties are involved in the management, marketing, and distribution of a pooled fund, and
this Guidance Statement does not apply to all such parties. Some of the ways entities may be involved
with a pooled fund include having responsibility for

•
•
•

both managing and marketing a pooled fund, sometimes with the involvement of third parties to help
with marketing and distribution;
managing the fund in a sub-advisory capacity, but not for marketing and distributing the fund; and
marketing and distributing the fund, but not for managing the fund.

This Guidance Statement applies only to firms that manage one or more pooled funds and have the
ability to influence official pooled fund documents mandated by regulators or fund-specific marketing
material. A firm that manages pooled funds but does not have the ability to influence official pooled fund
documents or fund-specific marketing material is not required to comply with this Guidance Statement.
For example, a firm hired by another firm to sub-advise a pooled fund is typically not involved in the
marketing of the fund and, as a result, would not be responsible for the creation or distribution of
marketing material for the fund. In such a situation, the sub-adviser would treat the sub-advised pooled
fund portfolio like any other discretionary portfolio rather than following this pooled fund guidance.
Note that a firm is not responsible for pooled fund marketing material created by a third party. The GIPS
standards do not impose any specific, additional requirements for a firm to monitor the use of its
performance information once that information has been provided to a third party. As in all situations in
which a firm’s performance information is distributed by a third party, however, the firm should take
appropriate measures to ensure that its performance is not misrepresented or used in a misleading
fashion.
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Purpose of the Guidance Statement on Broadly Distributed Pooled
Funds
There are four general reasons for the creation of this Guidance Statement on Broadly Distributed Pooled
Funds:
1. Provide clarity to fund managers on what the GIPS Standards require and recommend with
respect to pooled funds;
2. Establish a minimum level of information to be provided to prospective pooled fund investors,
given the differences in local regulations regarding pooled funds;
3. Emphasize the priority of local laws and regulations; and
4. Provide guidance as to best practices regarding pooled funds, especially for regions that lack
robust local regulations regarding pooled funds.
The GIPS standards do not explicitly address the treatment of broadly distributed pooled funds. Firms
often include pooled fund assets in total firm assets, yet few provide compliant presentations 2 to
prospective pooled fund investors. At the same time, composite performance that includes multiple
portfolios in addition to the pooled fund may not be appropriate to present to prospective pooled fund
investors. Many firms are unclear about their responsibilities regarding pooled funds, which has led to
inconsistent practices. In addition, certain markets are dominated by broadly distributed pooled funds
and, in order to fill a currently unmet need in these markets, it is important that guidance specific to
broadly distributed pooled funds be developed.
Provision 0.A.9 of the GIPS standards requires that firms make every reasonable effort to provide a
compliant presentation to all prospective clients. A prospective client is defined as any person or entity
that has expressed interest in one of the firm’s composite strategies and qualifies to invest in the
composite strategy. A key question is whether prospective pooled fund investors must receive a
compliant presentation.
Guidance specific to pooled funds must take into account some notable hurdles that firms managing
broadly distributed pooled funds face in complying with the GIPS standards:
1. Often, local laws and regulations govern what information can or cannot, and should or should
not, be included in materials prepared for prospective pooled fund investors. Such material
includes official offering documents (e.g., Key Investor Information Document, or KIID; mutual
fund prospectus; and Product Disclosure Statement) that must be given to prospective pooled
fund investors, as well as fund-specific marketing material. Some information required to be
presented in a compliant presentation may be prohibited in some or all of the materials prepared
for prospective pooled fund investors.
2. Local laws and regulations typically specify a methodology for the calculation and presentation of
pooled fund performance based on net asset value (NAV), where the NAV represents the fund’s
per-share market value. Although a NAV-based method would generally satisfy the performance
calculation requirements of the GIPS standards, the required methodology might produce results
that have been reduced by fees and expenses beyond the minimum required to be deducted from
net-of-fees performance under the GIPS standards. In addition, many firms prefer to present
gross-of-fees rather than net-of-fees returns in a compliant presentation. Thus, the returns in a
compliant presentation could differ from the returns in the official pooled fund document, such as
a KIID or prospectus, even if the pooled fund is the sole constituent of the composite. Even with
appropriate disclosures, the differences in returns from one document to another are likely to
confuse prospective pooled fund investors.

2

A compliant presentation is a presentation for a composite that contains all the information required by the GIPS
standards and may also include additional information or supplemental information.
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The pooled fund issues previously outlined add complexity in following the GIPS standards that deal with
the materials distributed to prospective pooled fund investors. These issues, however, do not affect the
firm’s ability to comply with other requirements of the GIPS standards, such as the need to have all
discretionary portfolios in a composite, the ability to produce a compliant presentation for all composites,
and so forth. This Guidance Statement was created to provide clarity regarding the distribution of pooled
fund materials for GIPS-compliant firms whose firm definition includes broadly distributed pooled funds.
Clarity is especially needed to address what firms managing pooled funds must do to comply with
Provision 0.A.9 of the GIPS standards.
This Guidance Statement benefits prospective pooled fund investors and firms, as well as local
regulators, in a number of ways:
Investor Interests
• Differences in the robustness of pooled fund regulation in various jurisdictions. Although many
countries have robust laws and regulations governing pooled funds, some countries do not. This
Guidance Statement will help establish the required and recommended information to be provided to
prospective pooled fund investors, unless such information is prohibited by local laws or regulations.
• Investor confidence. Investors will likely take it for granted that a firm that manages a pooled fund
adheres to local regulatory requirements. Knowing that the firm also adheres to global standards may
enhance investor confidence.
• Comparability of pooled funds across various jurisdictions. Regional initiatives, such as the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) collective investment scheme framework for crossborder offerings and the Asia Region Funds Passport (ARFP), are expected to increase the flow of
investment products among participating countries. Investors’ ability to compare and evaluate pooled
funds from a number of countries will become more important as barriers to investing across borders
decrease. Knowing that a firm adheres to the GIPS standards provides an additional point of
comparison for investors when comparing various pooled funds with the same investment strategy.
• Consistency of information across various fund families. This benefit may help investors in comparing
and evaluating funds from different fund families, which is increasingly important given the growing
investments in retirement plans that use pooled funds.
Firm Interests
• This Guidance Statement provides clarity on the responsibilities of a compliant firm in fulfilling the
requirements for distributing information to prospective pooled fund investors.
• Compliance with the GIPS standards may help firms compete in situations where investors and their
financial advisers or consultants are comparing funds with the same investment strategy but are
governed by different local regulations. For a firm located in a country where most, if not all, of the
information required by this Guidance Statement is already mandated by local regulations, there is
little or no additional information that it will need to prepare and present in its existing official pooled
fund documents and fund-specific marketing material. For a firm located in a country where many of
the required items are not mandated, however, including the required and recommended items may
enable the firm to compete more effectively by allowing an easier comparison of its pooled fund(s) with
the pooled funds of its peers globally.
• This Guidance Statement, which includes both requirements and recommendations, can help firms
follow best practices relating to the marketing of broadly distributed pooled funds.
Regulatory Perspective
Regulators in many countries have indicated a desire for GIPS guidance specifically focused on pooled
funds. Such guidance is especially relevant for countries with a largely retail investment market and few
or no pooled fund regulations. In these countries, GIPS guidance for pooled funds can illustrate best
practices for use in developing pooled fund regulations.
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General Approach of the Guidance Statement on Broadly Distributed
Pooled Funds
Given the complexity of local laws and regulations, it was determined that a minimalist approach would be
taken in this Guidance Statement in order to

•
•

encourage consistency and minimize conflicts between the GIPS standards and local laws and
regulations; and
consider the practicalities of a market that has many large global firms with hundreds of funds and
fund share classes in different jurisdictions.

Defined Terms
Pooled Fund Net Return
A “pooled fund net return” is a time-weighted return3 that is net of all fees charged against the fund,
including transaction costs, investment management fees, custody fees, legal expenses, and all other
administrative and other costs. Sales charges and loads, which are typically charged on the front end4 or
back end,5 should not be included in the calculation of the pooled fund net return, because regulators in
many countries do not allow the inclusion of such charges. If sales charges and loads have been
deducted during the calculation of the pooled fund net return, the treatment of such charges should be
disclosed. As in all cases, if local laws and regulations conflict with this Guidance Statement regarding the
calculation of returns, local laws and regulations must be followed.
Note that a pooled fund net return is likely to differ from the net return typically shown in a GIPS-compliant
presentation. To calculate composite net returns, only investment management fees are required to be
deducted from the gross return to arrive at the net return. Other fees and expenses may also be
deducted, but doing so is not required.
Official Pooled Fund Document
The term “official pooled fund document” is used to designate the specific official offering document or
documents required by local regulators to be presented to prospective pooled fund investors prior to or
concurrent with their initial purchase of a pooled fund. In most if not all cases, such documents need to be
filed with the regulatory body of the country or region where the pooled fund is being offered. Such
documents may be focused on one fund or on multiple funds. Documents created primarily for current
shareholders, such as an annual or semi-annual report, are not included in this definition.
Prospective Pooled Fund Investor
A “prospective pooled fund investor”, for the purpose of this Guidance Statement, is defined as any
investor who is interested in investing, and eligible to invest, in the type of broadly distributed pooled
funds targeted by this Guidance Statement.
Fund-Specific Marketing Material
The term “fund-specific marketing material” is used to designate material, in electronic or paper format,
that is intended for prospective pooled fund investors who are considering investing in that specific pooled
fund. Examples include fund fact sheets, fund profile sheets, and so on.

3Please

refer to the requirements and recommendations applicable to portfolio-level return calculations in Section 1
(“Input Data”) and Section 2 (“Calculation Methodology”) of the 2010 edition of the GIPS standards.
4
At the time of purchase of or subscription to the pooled fund.
5At the time of sale or redemption of the pooled fund.
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Required Items
The following items are required to be included in at least one document that is intended to reach
prospective pooled fund investors prior to or concurrent with their purchase of the fund. That document
may be either (1) an official pooled fund document required by local regulators to be given to prospective
pooled fund investors or (2) fund-specific marketing material prepared by the firm for prospective pooled
fund investors. The required items may be shown on the same page or on different pages throughout the
official pooled fund document and/or in the fund-specific marketing material.6 Note that many of the
required items are also required by local regulators and are therefore already included in the official
pooled fund document and/or fund-specific marketing material. In such cases, a firm may be required to
add little or no new information to its official pooled fund document and/or fund-specific marketing
material.
As always, the firm must comply with all applicable laws and regulations. If local laws or regulations
prohibit a required item from being included in an official pooled fund document or in fund-specific
marketing material, that item must be excluded. If a firm determines that it cannot satisfy all the
requirements of this Guidance Statement because of regulatory conflicts, this determination must be
documented in the firm’s policies and procedures.
The required items include the following:
1. The description of the pooled fund’s investment mandate, objective, or strategy. This description need
not be lengthy but must convey the fund’s key objectives to the prospective pooled fund investor.
2. An indication of the pooled fund’s risk, as either a qualitative narrative or a quantitative metric, as
mandated by the local regulators. If the local regulators do not require or prohibit a specific risk
measure, the firm may choose an appropriate risk measure or qualitative disclosure to present. It is
important that the firm choose a risk measure that a prospective pooled fund investor is likely to
understand.
3. Pooled fund returns calculated according to the methodology and for the time periods required by
local laws or regulations. If local laws or regulations do not mandate the methodology for calculating
pooled fund returns, a pooled fund net return must be calculated and presented. If specific time
periods are not mandated by local laws or regulations, returns must be presented consistent with one
of the following options:




One-, three-, and five-year annualized returns through the most recent period, with the period-end
date clearly identified. If the pooled fund has been in existence for less than five years, firms must
also present the annualized returns since the pooled fund inception date. For example, if the
pooled fund has been in existence for four years, firms must present one-, three-, and four-year
annualized returns through the most recent period. Returns for periods of less than one year must
not be annualized.
Period-to-date returns7 in addition to one-, three-, and five-year annualized returns through the
most recent period, with the period-end date clearly identified. If the pooled fund has been in
existence for less than five years, firms must also present the annualized returns since the pooled
fund inception date. For example, if the pooled fund has been in existence for four years, firms
must present one-, three-, and four-year annualized returns in addition to the period-to-date
return. Returns for periods of less than one year must not be annualized.

6Please

refer to the Appendix for examples of how the required items may be shown in official pooled fund
documents or fund-specific marketing material.
7“Period-to-date return” is measured from the most recent annual period end to the current performance
measurement period’s end date. For example, if the most recent annual period end date is 31 December 2016 and
the current performance measurement period’s end date is 31 March 2017, the period-to-date return is the threemonth return measured from 1 January 2017 to 31 March 2017.
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Period-to-date returns in addition to five years of annual period returns (or for each annual period
since the pooled fund inception date if the pooled fund has been in existence for less than five
years), with the annual period-end date clearly identified.

Additional time periods may also be shown.
If the official pooled fund document and the fund-specific marketing material are created for a specific
pooled fund share class, returns must reflect the fees and expenses of that specific share class. If the
official pooled fund document and the fund-specific marketing material are not created for a specific
pooled fund share class, then fees and expenses reflected in the returns must be based on the share
class with the maximum fee, or returns for all fund share classes must be presented. If the share class
with the maximum fee is not a share class that is available for general distribution, then the firm must
present the generally available share class with the highest fee.
4. The currency used to express performance. It must be clear to prospective pooled fund investors
what currency is used to calculate fund returns. This information may be conveyed in words or by
using the currency symbol. In some situations, local regulatory authorities assume that funds subject
to local regulations are expressing performance in the local currency. In such cases, it is necessary to
address the currency used to express performance only when it deviates from what is otherwise
implicitly assumed.

Recommended Items
1. Benchmark total returns and the benchmark description. 8
It is strongly recommended that appropriate benchmark total returns be included in the information
provided to prospective pooled fund investors. If presented, the benchmark total returns must be for
the same time periods used for pooled fund returns.
2. Sales Charges and Loads
a. If a pooled fund has sales charges and loads, they should be disclosed in the fund's official
pooled fund document and fund-specific marketing material.
b. The treatment of sales charges or loads (that is, whether they have been deducted from fund
returns) should be disclosed.
3. GIPS Pooled Fund Claim of Compliance
It is recommended that the following pooled fund claim of compliance be used in the official pooled
fund document and in fund-specific marketing material.
“XXX, the firm managing this pooled fund, claims compliance with the Global Investment
Performance Standards (GIPS®). For more information about the GIPS standards, please
visit www.gipsstandards.org.”
Note that this claim of compliance differs from both the claim of compliance required to be disclosed
in compliant presentations and the claim of compliance specified in the GIPS Advertising Guidelines.
Although inclusion of this claim of compliance in pooled fund materials is viewed as best practice, it is
not required.

8A

benchmark description is general information regarding the investments, structure, and/or characteristics of the
benchmark. The description must include the key features of the benchmark or the name of the benchmark for a
readily recognized index or other point of reference.
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If the official name of the firm that manages the pooled fund differs from the name of the firm that
claims compliance with the GIPS standards, or if the firm as defined for GIPS compliance differs from
the legal entity that manages the pooled fund, the claim of compliance, if presented, should also
include the firm definition.

Offer and Provision of a Compliant Presentation
Owing to the hurdles that firms managing broadly distributed pooled funds face in complying with the
GIPS standards as highlighted in the “Purpose of the Guidance Statement on Broadly Distributed Pooled
Funds” section, the offer of a compliant presentation in an official pooled fund document and the fundspecific marketing material is neither required nor recommended. Firms are not required to provide a
compliant presentation to prospective pooled fund investors. They have met their obligation under
Provision 0.A.9 if all the required items previously indicated are included in an official pooled fund
document that is required by local regulators to be presented to prospective pooled fund investors or in
fund-specific marketing material that is intended for prospective pooled fund investors. Upon request,
however, firms must provide the compliant presentation for the composite in which the fund is included to
a prospective pooled fund investor.

Safe Harbor Provision
Certain legal and/or regulatory regimes may require firms to provide prospective pooled fund investors
with materials that include the four items required by this Guidance Statement. In such cases, CFA
Institute will review the legal and/or regulatory requirements and determine if they qualify for inclusion
under the safe harbor provision. If so, firms that fall under these jurisdictions will be considered to have
met the requirements of Provision 0.A.9 (regarding the provision of a compliant presentation) and this
Guidance Statement. A firm may request a review of its local laws and regulations to determine if it may
use the safe harbor provision. Requests should be directed to gips@cfainstitute.org.

Other Information
Information in addition to the required and recommended items is likely to be mandated by local laws or
regulations. Firms are encouraged to give as full a picture of the pooled fund as possible, going beyond
the required items listed in this Guidance Statement. In all cases, firms must adhere to the principles of
the GIPS standards—fair representation and full disclosure—when preparing materials for a pooled fund.

Effective Date
Firms are required to apply this guidance beginning 1 January 2018. Firms are encouraged, but not
required, to apply this guidance prior to the effective date.
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APPENDIX
The following examples, which are current as of the effective date of this Guidance Statement,
demonstrate how the required items may be presented in the official pooled fund document and in fundspecific marketing material. Because the inclusion of a benchmark is strongly recommended, although
not required, the Appendix includes benchmarks in its examples. Please note that the required items may
be shown on the same page or on different pages throughout a particular official pooled fund document or
fund-specific marketing material as long as the document includes all the required items.
Example 1: Official Pooled Fund Document—Key Investor Information Document (KIID)
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Example 2A: Official Pooled Fund Document—Summary Prospectus
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Example 2B: Fund-Specific Marketing Material—Fund Fact Sheet of the Same Equity Fund as in
Example 2A
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Example 3: Official Pooled Fund Document—Product Key Facts
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Example 4: Fund-Specific Marketing Material—Monthly Fund Update
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